Bringing the Country to your Door Step.

BIG COUNTRY
BY HEARTLAND

Bringing the Country to your Door Step.
The luxurious new BIG COUNTRY offers the spacious, open interiors that extended stay campers desire in a fifth wheel. The entertainment center offers an abundance of base and overhead storage, a large 27" color TV and full surround-sound stereo system with DVD player, while the upgraded window valances and day/night shades throughout add to the coach’s high-end look.

With standard flush-floor slide-outs, hand-crafted high-back dinette chairs, beautiful hardwood and overhead doors with decorative glass inserts, the BIG COUNTRY carries a look and feel of elegance while providing practical living accommodations. The extra-large windows offer a panoramic, unobstructed view of your surroundings, while the hide-a-bed sofa and ceiling fan with brushed nickel directional lighting add to the livability.
The spacious BIG COUNTRY bedroom suite utilizes space very well with an abundance of storage opportunities. An enormous front walk-in closet runs the width of the coach and features built-in shoe storage. The elegant bedspread and headboard provide a residential feel to the large, king-bed design (most models).

Heartland is known for our “Texas Storage” and the BIG COUNTRY’s drop-frame design provides for what is easily the largest pass through exterior storage on the market. These plastic bins give you an idea of what 140+ cubic feet of exterior storage can accommodate!

The lavatory features a porcelain sink accompanied by a large mirrored medicine cabinet, vanity lights, and decorative border, while the marbleized look shower has a clear skylight and adjustable spray head.
Heartland’s improved turning radius design provides up to 30% increased turning capabilities for today’s popular short-bed (6’), extended-cab trucks – without the need for an expensive slider hitch! Enjoy the added convenience and safety of knowing you can make tight turns in traffic or at the campground.

Special Features:

A. Deluxe Ball Bearing Drawer Guides allow for larger, deeper drawers.
B. Built-In Storage Shelves in the bedroom provide a great place for clothes or blankets.
C. Adjustable shelves in the pantry provide flexibility.
D. Universal Docking Center houses all the coach’s major hook-ups, including the tank pull handles.
E. Incredible Storage Space is provided in the base cabinets.
F. Two 30# LP Bottles offer longer lasting family excursions.
G. Even a mini-fridge fits easily in the exterior storage compartment.
H. Dinette Storage is available in not only the table, but in the chairs as well.